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Tab.1　The current mode and the first four schemes
?? ?? 1 ?? 2 ?? 3 ?? 4 ?? 5
PL∑/MW 274.2 274.2 274.2 274.1 274.2
QL∑/Mvar 95.3 95.3 95.7 95.3 95.4
ΔP ∑/MW 3.657 3.633 3.762 3.825 3.882
ΔQ ∑/Mvar 18.91 17.31 17.78 17.95 18.21
??????? 6 8 8 8 10
??????/ % 7.46 7.65 7.65 7.65 7.65
??????? 0 0 0 0 0
???/MVA 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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On_line Optimization of the Operating Configuration for Urban High_voltage System
WANG Ke-wen1 , LIU Xiang-li1 , TSE Chi-tung2 , HU Jin-lei1
(1.College of Electric Engineering , Zhengzhou University , Zhengzhou 450002 , China;2.Department of Electrical Engineering , Hong
Kong Polytechnic University , Hong Kong)
Abstract:Based on the characteristics of the urban high_voltage power system , the reduced order enumeration ap-
proach is applied to on_line determination of the optimum operating mode for urban power network configuration.The
operating states of breaks are represented by integer variables , the combination of all break states forms the full enu-
meration set.With the consideration of various practical constraints , such as the relay protection constraints , the
number of system operating mode is largely reduced.Therefore , the optimum result and the computational speed is
obtained by the accurate computation for only limited number of system modes.In the “ intelligent supporting system
for urban power systems” , this approach has been used , respectively , for the restore scheme determination after a
system fault , the current system mode optimization , and any future system condition analysis.The effectiveness of
the discussed approach is tested by the application in the Nanyang urban power system.
Key words:urban power system;on_line;optimization;enumeration approach
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